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Admission Circular

FOR PLAYGROUP, NURSERY, LKG AND UKG FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2021-2022

Dear Parents, Hari Om!

Registration forms for admission for the academic year 2021-22 for PLAYGROUP, 

NURSERY,LKG& UKG can be downloaded from 5
th

October 2020 onwards from 

the website www.newhorizonvidyamandir.in

Filled in registration forms can be submitted at New Horizon Vidya Mandir or 

submitted online to the following email ID: principal@newhorizonvidyamandir.in

Parents are welcome to visit the campus after submission of the application form.

Timings: Monday- Saturday: 10.00am to 2.30pm     

An Interaction/online interaction with your child will be conducted commencing 

from 29
th

October 2020. Admissions will be confirmed on a first come basis.

Please submit the filled in registration form with the following enclosed:

1. The latest passport size photograph of the child

2. Photocopy of the birth certificate

3. Aadhar copy of the child

The child should have completed 1 year 10 months on 1
st

June 2021 for admission 

to Playgroup. For admission to Nursery, the child should have completed 2 years 9 

months on 1
st

June 2021, for LKG and UKG the corresponding age will be 

considered.

Mrs. UshaVasudevan

Principal-NHVM

REPUBLIC DAY

Republic Day celebrated on 26th January, is one of our country’s most
famous festivals. On this day, the Constitution of our nation came into
effect. The Constitution acts as a bridge into Modern India; and embraces
the values, morals and heritage of our country.

Festivals, beacons of peace and harmony, are a reminder of our rich culture.
This challenging academic year, with its turmoil and difficulties, has brought
about many changes. The various festivals we celebrated online have been,
perhaps, more special than other years. The academic year is about to end,
and we can say that social distancing did not hinder the adaption and
improvisation of the online celebration of festivals.

Principal Ma’am’s wise mentorship and speech invoked patriotism and pride
in all of us. There were several graceful dances and melodious patriotic
songs performed by students and teachers. Organised exclusively by the
students was a vast array of programmes. It included witty comedy skits
that had us all in splits; and a tribute to the eternal heroes who made the
nation what it is today. An informative, inspiring audio-visual documentary
enhanced love for our country, and respect for its cultural diversity. Many
thought-provoking, entertaining and educational speeches by our students
were appreciated. Awe-inspiring displays of artwork and craftwork by our
students portrayed the patriotism in all us.

Students and teachers collaborated fluidly to make this homage to the
Constitution a grand success. As a nation, we are sure to progress in leaps
and bounds while working in perfect accord with each other.

Jai Hind! 
Prahlad & Atulit
8E

REPUBLIC DAY – A POEM

Today is the day
We celebrate as Republic Day,
For which many soldiers,
Laid their lives with pride!

Let’s respect these great souls,
Let’s not forget their sacrifice,
Let’s remember how freedom was won, 
On this Republic day!

Unfurl the tricolour flag
And hoist it high up on the mast,
Let the feeling of freedom,
And brotherhood rise in your hearts!

With faith in our words
Pride in our hearts
Let’s salute the nation, 
On this Republic Day!

Dhriti Kamani
9D



INDIAN FOLK-DANCE COMPETITION -7th Jan 2021 

We, Indians, are proud of our Motherland, India. Each state of

India has a distinct culture, with its related cuisine, traditional

costume, dance, and celebration. In today’s world of modern

technology and gadgets, we need to ensure that children do not

forget their roots. The children of today are the future citizens of

tomorrow.

Folk dances are an integral part of our culture. The children were

introduced to various age-old folk dances of India through a dance

competition. Parents participated enthusiastically and introduced

their little ones to a part of our tradition in a fun way.

Dressed in beautiful traditional costumes, children danced their

hearts away to different folk dances that included the following

dances from different states of India – the Dalkhai Sambalpuri

(Odisha), the Ghoomar (Rajasthan), the Lezim (Maharashtra), the

Bhangra, the Gidda (Punjab), the Garba (Gujarat), the Kolata

(Karnataka), the Koli (Goa), the Karagattam (Tamil Nadu), and the

Lambadi (Telangana). Surely, it was a treat to the eyes!

PONGAL CELEBRATION – 13th Jan 
The Pre-Primary children celebrated Pongal, Makar Sankranti, and Lohri with a high note of enthusiasm. Dressed in ethnic attire, children were excited for

the events of the day to unfold. They understood the significance of these festivals through interesting stories that were narrated to them. Parents too

shared their ways of celebrating these festivals in their homes and hometowns.

Children love craft activities and they jumped right into it with excitement. They enjoyed craftwork that included the making of colourful paper kites and

sugarcanes. How can the Pongal celebration be complete without savouring sweet pongal! During the break, children were treated to yummy and delicious

sweet pongal prepared by their mothers, who shared their enthusiasm and energy. It was a day of fun with traditional celebrations at its core!

THE NIGHT BLOOMING FLOWER

The botanical name of the flower is Saussurea obvallata. The flower blooms only after

sunset between July and September. It is the state flower of Uttarakhand and is

considered auspicious if you spot one.

In India, it blooms in the Himalayan region; and for the Tibetans, it is a herb with

medicinal properties. It is used to cure urogenital disorders. Also named the Orchid
Cactus, the flower has an orchid-like beauty and resembles the cactus habitat.

I wonder how lovely our planet is! The surprising features of plants continue to amaze

us. We, humans, never bother to appreciate the diversity and beauty of plant life

around us. So, my dear teachers and friends, grab a pot and a sapling; and start

planting. Together, let us increase the greenery around us and save our planet, mother

earth.

Adhithi. K

7B

The Night Blooming Flower is commonly known as the BRAHMA KAMAL. It blooms once a year when millions of eyes shut to dream! This means that it
blooms during the night only! According to Hindu Mythology, the name of the flower is derived from LORD BRAHMA. It is a large, pure white flower, with
a star-like structure.



The firefighters took control of the situation. In about an hour
and a half, the fire was completely extinguished. Everyone was
perfectly fine and tearfully embraced each other. There was
quite a lot of destruction of property but no casualties. All the
people standing around were happy to see the reunion. Rahul
took a deep breath of relief. All’s well that ends well.

Smiti Achliya
9D

Original Short Story 

Rahul jumped out of bed at midnight. He had just seen a horrible nightmare. He
was in the pilot’s seat, and there was turbulence outside. Everyone else inside
the cockpit was panicking. None of them were able to help him control the
situation. A fire broke out in the cockpit, the turbulence worsened; and Rahul
was falling to his death. That’s when he heard some noise around and awoke
suddenly.

While Rahul was trying to process this nightmare, he saw that the building close
by was ablaze. An uncontrollable fire had broken out, two buildings from their
house. The fire was spreading fast, and Rahul was quick to realise that he was
breathing smoke. Remembering the safety instructions, he screamed out to
everyone, to get out of the house as soon as possible. Soon, Rahul and his
family members were safely out of their house. Their neighbours had already
called the firefighters.

Once safely out of the house, they could see the building on fire. A little girl of
about six years was caught in the blazing fire. The entire place smelt of smoke
and ash, and things were falling. All around her was fire; she cried helplessly
and didn’t know what to do. Everyone was really scared. The girl’s father was
not at home, and her mother too was crying outside. Before the situation could
worsen, the firefighters arrived. One of them climbed up to the window and
rescued the little girl. At last, the mother and the daughter were united. It
seemed that luck favoured her that night.

The success of a leader lies in his integrity. An ideal leader is not deceitful or 
hypocritical; he does not have different sets of rules for different people, and 
holds the interests of others as foremost. A genuine leader has to be a great 
man possessing great qualities. Good leadership springs from a bouquet of 
several values like honesty, commitment, integrity, patience, confidence, 
transparency, creativity, positive outlook and open-mindedness. The ability to 
delegate responsibility and to communicate effectively is equally important. It is 
best to follow the advice of an able leader and work under his guidance. An 
efficient leader helps the team achieve targeted goals. But, beware of false 
leaders whose followers remain blind and stagnant! Hence, take the 
responsibility of choosing or selecting a leader seriously, and opt for the ablest.

A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way. – John 
C. Maxwell              

“Whatever action a great man performs, common men follow and
whatever standards he sets by exemplary acts all the world
pursues.”
–Bhagavad Gita 3.21

Ideally, the actions of a leader are expected to be in sync with what
has been mentioned in the Shloka. But sadly, in today’s world, the
well-known expression- ‘the blind leading the blind’ applies to
leaders who know as little as their followers or nothing. Therefore,
these leaders are likely to fall into a ditch, taking their followers
along. So, we must choose the right leaders before we start acting
on their instructions and treading the path shown by them.

It’s an interesting fact that the Bhagavad Gita was spoken to
Arjuna, a Kshatriya, whose duty was to rule the world. In the above
Shloka, Lord Krishna describes an essential characteristic of a
leader- to teach the followers by setting an example. If Arjuna goes
astray, there is a high risk of his followers neglecting their duties.
An example is better than a precept. Arjuna needed to exhibit the
highest standard of principles.

Values of an ideal leader 
– NIVE Values Plus 
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Robot Building Contest

Sl no Name of the student Grade Results Prize

1. Manyu Mehendale 9 Winner Lenovo Tab

2. Shivam Gupta 9 Runner Up Bluetooth Speaker

ATL Monthly Challenge

Results of Atal Tinkering Lab Monthly Challenge November and December 2020 

Monthly Challenge 1

1st prize - Sindhoora R -7 B

2nd prize - Aadya R - 7 C

CODEAVOUR AI2020

Samriddhi Kori of grade 9 B has secured a
stunning 1st Runner-Up Award at CODEAVOUR
2020 AI among 5492 participants across 99
countries.

Monthly Challenge 2

1st prize - Anush T R -5 E

Project – RHETS – RAPID HEALTH 
EMERGENCY TRAFFIC SYSTEM

Congratulations, Samriddhi! We’re pleased to
see you accomplish great things. Onwards
and upwards!

National Spell Bee Mega Finale Competition

The results of the Bhagavad Gita Shloka Competition conducted on the 
occasion of Gita Jayanti.

Bhagavad Gita Shloka Competition

Puja 
9 C

Trisha Bhandarkar
4 E

Nischitha J 
9 B

Aarav Arun Kumar
1 B

Puja 
9 CIshita Sampat

10 A

Mhithraa H
10A

Neha
8 D

Myra Bhaya
2 E

Falguni
4 D

Shreyansh Pal
2 DMahi Gadi

9 C

NAME CLASS NATIONAL LEVEL RANK

ADITYA BHATTACHARJEE 2 7th

ARJUN VENUGOPAL KRISHNADEV 2 13th

ANANYA S RAO 2 24th

ARADHANA REDDY V 2 49th

NITHILAN V 2 55th

ANIRUDH KEYA 2 76th

ABHINAV SAI SINGURU 3 20th

P JAINETHA 3 38th

SHARVIL SAMEER PUNDE 3 45th

RITHUSREE DHINESH KUMAR 4 35th

ARYAN VAISHNAW 4 39th

VEDIKA THAKUR 4 47th

KRITHIKA SHIVARAM 5 13th

AARAV ANKUR MOTREJA 5 23rd

MAHAARTH MADA 5 34th

ADVAITH K 6 23rd

ARYAN KIRAN BHASKAR 7 23rd

RUDRANI MAJILA 7 26th

SAHIL SINHA 8 13th

SAANVI TARA 8 21st

SHAKTHI SHIVANI VIJAYAKUMAR 10 18th

We are extremely pleased to inform that our students attended the National
Spell Bee Mega Finale Competition. It was conducted online from 16th January
to 20th January,2021. Our students excelled in this Competition after attending
various rounds and have brought laurels to the School.
Please find attached the list of National level ranks for your reference.
Congratulations to the winners!!

NHPS Prize Winners

Class/Section Student Name Prize

1A Saanvi K Gold

1D Sriharshit Silver

2C Gunnika Gold

2C Kushal Silver

3 Manyata Gold

3C Aarav Silver

4A Kshiteesh Bhat Gold

4A Harini Sathisha Silver

5D Akash Belllari Gold

5C Papiha Chakraborty Silver

6E Vibha Gunagati Gold

6 Dev Kumar Silver

7C Ambika Jha Gold

7A Krishna Manognya Silver

8B Nikhil Bhandary Gold

8A Ankith. A Silver

10D Anushree Krishnan Gold

Total Participants 146


